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- 1 g of solder paste assumed.   Placed at 20 cm from top cap. 

Solder paste Cu pipe

Isotope Radioimpurity 
[mBq/kg]

Events ROI 
[evt/week]

Events ROI && untagged
 [evt/week]

238U 12 32 2

232Th 4 7 0

40K 1236 150 24

Total --- 182 26

- The contamination levels are rough estimations (based in DS-20K database).
- The amount of solder paste necessary is estimated too. 
-  Large contribution comes from the 40K (40 ppb). 
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- 39Ar simulation with different TPB thickness from 100 μm to 1 μm.
- The conversion efficiency from VUV to VIS decreases under 60 μm.  

TPB thickness
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- G4DS TPB absorption length for photons.
- 20 μm for VUV-photons. 
- Efficiency of emission →  1        Number of photons produced → 1  
- Time → 1.5 ns   

TPB thickness
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- Massive production of  238U, 232Th  and 40K  γ-events without lead belt using 
cluster. Single phase ArDM geometry implemented. 

-
- Generator:  cylinder 7 m total height and 1.5 m radius. 

 

External background production
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                                                          Old design     Design proposed by Marcin            

 Inner cylinder→     Internal diameter       71 mm               76.2 mm 

                         External diameter      84.2 mm            93.3 mm 

                         Thickness                  6.6 mm              8.5 mm 

                         Collection efficiency    2.7 %               2.4 % 
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Modification to internal design 

- Good collection uniformity with Z and R in both designs.

- With the new design the volume is a 6 % larger. 

- From the point of view of simulation it is a reasonable design. 
 



Electronic simulation 
- β events with different energy generated. 
- From the light simulation:  

                            τslow  ~  1559 ns      F90 ~ 0.29
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Electronic simulation 
- 5 MeV  α events with different energy generated. 

                           

- Triplet to single ratio and quenching factor are not working well for α events 
in G4DS. 
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Electronic simulation 
- For the moment triplet to single ratio changed to constant value 0.7
-  We need to look in detail for a more realistic ratio and some quenching 

factor references. 
- From the light simulation:  

                            τslow  ~  1587 ns      F90 ~ 0.71
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Electronic simulation 
- Channel identification included for DArT in order to have inputs 

compatibles with the electronic MC.  
- PDE cut applied in simulation with a flat random distribution between 0 

and 1 (PDE <0.4).  
- Config file with default parameters (we need to change the DAQ). 
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Electronic simulation 
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Top SiPM Bottom SiPM

- 200 keV  α event with SNR 15 and baseline 80

- 2000 keV  β event with SNR 15 and baseline 80

Top SiPM Bottom SiPM



Electronic simulation 
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- Truth channel ID vs Reconstructed ID. There are a lot of bad identificated 
events. 



Electronic simulation 
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- Baseline around 80. It is consistent in both channels. 



Electronic simulation 
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- 2000 keV  β event with SNR 15 and baseline 80
- It can be consistent with the 0.29 of the light simulation. 

Top SiPM

Bottom SiPM



Electronic simulation 
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- 200 keV  α event with SNR 15 and baseline 80
- It is inconsistent with the 0.7 that we expect. 
- I need to check if the code is working right or if we need to modify the 

input.  

Top SiPM Bottom SiPM


